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Understanding the impact of global climate change is a critical concern for society
at large. One important piece of the climate puzzle is how large-scale ice sheets, such as
those covering Greenland and Antarctica, respond to a warming climate. Given such ice
sheets are under constant change, developing models that can accurately capture their
dynamics represents a significant challenge to researchers. The problem, however, is
properly capturing the dynamics of an ice sheet model requires a high model resolution
and simulating these models is intractable even for state-of-the-art supercomputers.
This thesis presents a revolutionary approach to accurately capture ice sheet
dynamics using embedded modeling at a high resolution. Such an approach embeds a
high-resolution ice sheet model of a region evolving rapidly within a low-resolution ice
sheet model of areas evolving slowly. The embedded model approach was implemented
within the Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM), a widely used model for the study of large
scale ice sheets limited to simulating models in isolation. PISM is limited to simulating

ice sheet models in isolation and thus implementing an embedded model requires new
synchronization and communication schemes. In this work we analyze the accuracy of
our prototype embedded model with respect to directly observed ice velocities. We have
shown a stronger correlation to directly observed values, yielding a T-test value of 0.64,
compared to a non-embedded model T-test of 0.02.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the impact of global climate change is a critical concern for society
at large. One important piece of the climate puzzle is how large-scale ice sheets, such as
those covering Greenland and Antarctica, respond to a warming climate. Given such ice
sheets are under constant change, developing models that can accurately capture their
dynamics represents a significant challenge to researchers [1]. One of the critical issues
that must be addressed with such models is resolution, which is the level of detail at
which the physical processes are modeled. For example, ice streams, which are corridors
of ice that are flowing at a much higher rate than the surrounding ice, have been
identified as critical to the overall dynamics and stability of the whole ice sheet [2,31,37].
For this reason, it is critical to model their interactions. One factor that makes the
modeling of ice streams difficult is that they have to be modeled at a high resolution to
accurately capture their dynamics.
The current approach to understanding such interactions is to model the entire ice
sheet at the resolution of the ice streams. Due to the size of the resulting data sets
supercomputers must be used for efficient execution. The problems with this approach
can be seen in Figure 1.1, which displays the number of model data points as a function
of resolution. A resolution change from ten kilometers to half of a kilometer for the
Greenland ice sheet increases the number of data points from 8.4 million to 6.7 billion.
Similarly, this change in resolution causes the memory requirements to increase from
sixteen gigabytes to thirteen terabytes. Simulating one model year using half a kilometer
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resolution on Stampede, the tenth fastest supercomputer in the world, requires a
minimum of 4,096 processors and 7.5 hours of execution time [3]. This demonstrates that
models of this size and complexity are nearly intractable even for state-of-the-art
supercomputers.
Data Point Growth as a Function of Resolution
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Figure 1.1: Data Point Growth as a Function of Resolution. Number of data points in an
ice sheet model as a function of model resolution.
This thesis develops an alternative approach using embedded simulation to
understand the interactions between ice streams and ice sheets. In this approach areas of
the ice sheet undergoing rapid change are modeled at a high resolution, while areas that
are changing more slowly are modeled at a lower resolution. This approach yields results
comparable to a high resolution model of an entire ice sheet, but at the benefit of
requiring fewer data points and, therefore, less computational resources. We base our
approach on the Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM), a widely used model for the study of
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large-scale ice sheets [4,5,6,37]. While PISM does provide the opportunity to develop
regional models of rapidly changing areas, such models can only be executed in isolation.
Thus the important feedback between ice streams and the underlying ice sheet are lost.
Our approach embeds concurrent high-resolution ice stream models within an existing
low-resolution model of the entire ice sheet. The challenge of this new approach is that it
requires careful synchronization between the models and the development of new
mechanisms for communication between them.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 represents a
survey into ice sheet models and their simulation mechanisms. Chapter 3 represents a
survey into ice sheet modeling in general, examining both ice dynamics and introducing
PISM. In Chapter 4 we describe our challenges involved with implementing an
embedded simulation in PISM, as well as our solutions to them. Chapter 5 shows our
experimental setup used in testing the embedded model, while Chapter 6 compares both
the overall results as well as the space and time complexity between the non-embedded
PISM simulation and our embedded simulation. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes our
findings as well as describes future development.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
There are many forces acting upon ice and it is critical to model them properly.
The basis for all physical laws in an ice sheet is the Stokes flow law, which models all
forces affecting ice including vertical drag [7]. The Stokes flow law provides the most
comprehensive model of physics on an ice sheet, but does so at high computational costs
[7]. Simulating a high-resolution full ice sheet model using the Stokes flow law is
intractable for even state-of-the-art supercomputers. To overcome this limitation on the
Stokes flow law, researchers have removed certain forces that do not significantly impact
the ice sheet. For example, the Blatter-Pattyn high-order model neglects vertical stress
gradients, which do not impact the ice significantly [8]. While dropping this one force
increases performance, growing error is introduced to the model making long-term
simulation infeasible.
To promote long-term simulation further refinements to the Stokes flow law are
needed, such as Shallow Ice Approximation (SIA), which is a common variation of the
Stokes model that drops all forces except gravity [9]. This approximation only models the
force of gravity against the force of friction leaving the remaining minor forces as
constants [9]. This simplification assumes all ice is grounded. Since there are no
longitudinal forces to represent floating ice, SIA is unsuitable to outlet glacier modeling
[10]. Floating ice is critical to a complete ice sheet model and it is imperative that it be
modeled properly.
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The Shallow Shelf Approximation (SSA) is the answer to modeling floating ice
efficiently. Rather than modeling gravitational forces, SSA focuses on longitudinal
stresses, which are the driving forces on floating ice [10]. SSA does not model basal
sheer friction, since gravitational forces are completely balanced by buoyancy forces
from water.
SIA and SSA are both suited to long-term modeling of ice sheets, but cannot
properly model all parts of the ice sheet. To solve this issue some ice sheet models
combine SIA and SSA flow laws, where SSA is applied to areas with floating ice while
SIA is used for grounded ice [11]. However, the SIA+SSA approach continues to suffer
from propagating errors due to neglect of some forces. SIA+SSA models only the most
significant forces, such as gravitational and longitudinal stressors, while having superior
performance to other flow laws (Table 2.1.).
Table 2.1: Flow Law Comparison
Flow Law

Forces Modeled

Stokes Higher Gravitational Driving Stress, Basal Drag, Longitudinal Stresses, Vertical
Order Model Stressors, Lateral Drag
Blatter-Pattyn Gravitational Driving Stress, Basal Drag, Longitudinal Stress, Vertical
Higher Order Stressors.
Model
SSA + SIA

Gravitational Driving Stress, Basal Drag, Longitudinal Stress

SSA

Longitudinal Stress

SIA
Gravitational Driving Stress, Basal Drag
Table 2.1: Flow Law Comparison. Comparison of examined flow laws in terms of the
forces they model. The flow laws are listed from most computationally complex to least
computationally complex.
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Early ice sheet models, such as the Glimmer ice sheet model, have focused on
implementing the full Stokes flow law [12]. Glimmer suffers from poor performance,
because it simulates ice conditions serially and thus cannot take full advantage of modern
computers. Glimmer is also limited to using the higher-order flow laws, such as Stokes or
Blatter-Pattyn, which further degrades performance.
Modern ice sheet models, such as The Community Ice Sheet Model (CISM) ,
attempt to improve on the Glimmer model by supporting lower-order flow laws, such as
SSA in addition to higher-order flow laws [13]. CISM also allows models to fully utilize
modern computers by simulating models using higher-order flow laws in parallel. Lowerorder flow laws, such as SSA, must still be simulated serially, however.
While most modern ice sheet models provide support for different flow laws, each
approaches the modeling paradigm differently. One of the more prolific ice sheet models
is the Ice Sheet System Model (ISSM), which expresses a data set as a series of data
points forming triangles [14]. A model constructed from triangles forms a mesh where
areas of more rapid change, such as the edges of an ice sheet, can contain more data
points effectively increasing the accuracy of simulating those regions. The resolution of
these models are therefore non-uniform, allowing ISSM to selectively model features at a
high resolution. ISSM also supports the use of modern flow laws such as the full Stokes
model and SIA+SSA approximations.
The focus of this thesis is the Parallel Ice Sheet model. PISM is a powerful
parallel model that can simulate ice sheet conditions far into the future [15,16]. PISM
utilizes the SIA+SSA hybrid flow law for stress balance while also providing tools to
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customize models to fit the needs of researchers. PISM expresses a data set as a three
dimensional grid of points within a rectangular computational domain (Figure 2.1)
[15,16,17]. The resolution, which is the distance between data points, is uniform in the
horizontal dimensions as opposed to ISSM. The ice sheet model is divided more
intuitively however, with the computational load better distributed across the model. The
data points in the vertical dimension are at a higher resolution closer to the basal layer
where complex physics affect the ice sheet more readily. An example of this can be seen
in Figure 2.2, where there are more data points at the basal layer.

Figure 2.1: PISM Subdomain Division. An example data set of Greenland that is divided
into twenty-four equally sized subdomains. Each of these subdomains is then operated on
by a single PISM process.

Figure 2.2: PISM Vertical Dimension. Three dimensional vertical representation of a
PISM data point, where each vertical data point is separated by a black line. Note the
decreasing distance between data points as we approach the basal layer at the bottom
7

Like ISSM, PISM uses parallel processes and divides the data set grid between
each process. The differences between PISM processes and those of the other ice sheet
models can be seen in Table 2.2. While PISM provides a highly scalable implementation
of an ice sheet model it does so in isolation. Because each model is required to be at a
single resolution this makes long-term high-resolution simulation of a whole ice sheet
intractable.
Table 2.2: Ice Sheet Model Comparison
Ice
Sheet
Model

Processor Parallelism

Data Resolution

Glimmer Serial only

Single resolution

CISM

Parallel with higher order flow laws Single resolution
only; serial otherwise

ISSM

Parallel

Multiple resolutions

PISM
Parallel
Single resolution
Table 2.2: Ice Sheet Model Comparison. Comparison of examined ice sheet models with
special attention paid to the level of parallelism and their handling of data resolutions.
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CHAPTER 3
ICE SHEET MODELING
In this chapter we go into detail on the dynamics of ice sheets as well as the
challenges involved in modeling them. An analysis of PISM's methods for operating on a
model and simulating it in parallel is also made here.
3.1 Ice Sheets
Ice sheets are broad layers of ice covering terrain in polar regions formed from
layers of ice that are added over thousands of years [18,19]. They are under constant
impact by climate conditions often resulting in melted ice migrating downhill under
gravitational forces [18,19]. This interaction is important to researchers because ice
discharge is a factor in changing sea levels.
The movement of ice is not uniform across the entire ice sheet and some regions
are subject to significantly higher velocities than others. For example, consider ice
streams, such as the Jakobshavn ice stream (Figure 3.1), which are narrow corridors of
ice flowing at a rate approximately eighty times higher than the velocity of surrounding
ice. The ice moving through ice streams represent 90% of all ice discharged from an ice
sheet and failure to model these ice streams can lead to an inaccurate representation of ice
sheet dynamics [2]. This phenomenon represents a variation of the Modifiable Areal Unit
Problem (MAUP), which states that errors are created when data is grouped for analysis
[35, 36]. Because the impact of ice streams on an ice sheet does not correspond to its size
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it is critical that data points exist within the ice stream, which is only possible at high
resolutions. Therefore it is critical to develop scientific models that can properly model
ice streams with respect to an entire ice sheet.
Modeling ice streams represents a challenge to researchers due to their relatively
small size compared to the remainder of the ice sheet. Ice streams can be as narrow as
one kilometer and data points must be present within this span to properly model their
interactions. Data sets at low resolution may not contain any data points that lie within an
ice stream (Figure 3.2). Developing models that can simulate ice streams at a high
resolution are imperative to researchers.

Figure 3.1: Jakobshavn Ice Stream Outlet. The Jakobshavn ice stream at the calving front
where velocity is at its highest.

Figure 3.2: Low Resolution Jakobshavn Grid. An example configuration of a lowresolution ice sheet model of an ice stream which runs right to left through the middle of
the image. Each line intersection is the location of a data point. Note that while the most
significant ice velocity is found in the ice stream there are no data points lying within it,
causing this important factor to be lost in simulation.
10

3.2 Impacts of Ice Streams
Understanding the influence an ice stream and the entire ice sheet have on each
other is critical to predicting overall ice sheet conditions. PISM's models, which are
performed in isolation, handle these influences through internal simulation mechanisms.
In our embedded model, however, it is imperative that these impacts be well defined so
that they may be communicated between ice sheet models of different spatial resolutions.
The most immediate impact of an ice stream on the entire ice sheet is the total ice
discharge [2, 31, 37]. Recall that ice streams are responsible for the majority of ice
discharge in an ice sheet, and their velocity can drastically impact conditions across the
entire ice sheet. For example, capturing a high velocity can impact the whole ice sheet by
reducing the total ice thickness throughout the ice sheet. Failure to simulate an ice stream
at a high resolution results in a poor handling of this impact, and an inaccurate
representation of ice discharge for the entire ice sheet [20, 37].
Ice streams are also impacted by conditions throughout the ice sheet. Changes to
ice thickness throughout an ice sheet can cause frictional forces to be reduced as the
glacier becomes buoyant further inland. Such a phenomenon causes ice to be discharged
at a higher rate and thus increases the ice velocity in ice streams [21, 37]. Because ice
thickness throughout an ice sheet is updated by velocity in an ice stream there exists a
positive feedback loop between ice streams and ice sheets (Figure 3.3). Capturing all of
these impacts is critical to properly modeling this feedback loop and thus properly
modeling long-term conditions on an ice sheet.
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High Ice Stream velocities
result in high ice discharge and
reduced ice thickness

Ice Stream

Ice Sheet

Reducing inland ice thickness
results in reduced friction stress allowing
ice to move at a higher velocity

Figure 3.3: Positive Feedback Loop Visualized. The positive feedback loop affecting ice
streams and the whole ice sheet.
3.3 PISM
PISM is a powerful parallel model that can simulate ice sheet conditions far into
the future as well as incorporate a variety of physical processes. Within PISM a data set is
expressed as a three-dimensional grid of points within a rectangular computational
domain where the horizontal dimensions contain data points that are uniformly spaced.
Each horizontal data point represents variables at a given location on the ice sheet, such
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as ice velocity. The vertical dimension has a higher resolution that is not uniform since
some elevations, such as the basal layer, require more data points to properly model
physics [15,16,17].
The computational domain is divided into a number of interdependent rectangular
subdomains based on the number of processes used for the simulation. Each subdomain is
dependent on values from its neighbors, with data points on the borders requiring updates
from other subdomains making it critical that borders are as short as possible to minimize
required communication. However, many combinations of input data sets and processes
do not support an equal division into square subdomains. In these cases PISM will allow
for an additional row or column such that no subdomain will be more than one row wider
or one column deeper.
A PISM simulation is progressed in adaptive timesteps, which are the logical time
between the start and end of a simulation step. The length of a time step is dependent on
the maximum amount of time each subdomain can be simulated before encountering
causality errors. To avoid these errors, every subdomain must completely update its own
data points based on its neighbors periodically. Before modeling the ice dynamics on the
ice sheet, each subdomain must update their boundaries by interpolating values from
neighboring subdomains. This process is critical to the model as it allows the impacts of
each subdomain to be conveyed to its neighboring subdomains and thus impact the entire
model.
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Although PISM provides a strong foundation for modeling an ice sheet in
isolation, it is necessary to introduce a new synchronization scheme to support
simultaneous interacting simulations. Subdomains on the borders of each simulation must
be able to communicate with each other in order to capture interactions between the
simulations. Embedding a model creates situations where the interiors of subdomains
within one simulation may impact the boundaries of another and it is critical that these
cases be handled (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4: Embedded Region Related to Low Resolution Domain. An example of an
embedded model where the embedded model sub-domains require input from one or
more low resolution sub-domains.
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CHAPTER 4
CHALLENGES
The basis of our embedded model approach involves multiple discrete simulations
operating within the same time and space. This presents a challenge, because these
models share the same state and thus directly impact each other during simulation.
Developing a strategy to capture the impact of an ice sheet model while preserving
fidelity is critical, but presents a significant challenge. To this end we model the impact
through updates to each of the embedded model initial boundary conditions only, which
are then propagated throughout the model by existing PISM mechanisms. It is critical that
the interior portions of the embedded models are not updated directly otherwise a
significant loss of fidelity will result from overwriting sensitive high-resolution regions,
such as ice streams, with low-resolution data.
Such a procedure is difficult due to the differing temporal resolutions of the
embedded ice sheet models and low-resolution whole ice sheet model. The embedded
models require input from the low-resolution whole ice sheet model several times as they
simulate up to the same logical time. This presents a challenge because that input is only
available at the end of the low-resolution whole ice sheet models' simulation step. We,
therefore, apply one-dimensional linear interpolation between data points at the
beginning and end of a given simulation step to determine the state of the low resolution
whole ice sheet model (Figure 4.1). This procedure empowers our embedded models to
update their borders based on the impact by the low-resolution whole ice sheet model at
any logical time, however it is only possible when the ice sheet models are synchronized.
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Figure 4.1: Temporal Interpolation Procedure. Depiction of an example of our temporal
interpolation. The black lines at either end represent logical times T1 and T2, where the
low resolution whole ice sheet model began and ended its time step. The red line and
value, which is present at the midpoint between T1 and T2, represents an example
embedded model time step which requires interpolation to determine the low resolution
state at that time.
Synchronizing all ice sheet models is critical to conveying the impact of models
but requires substantial modifications to PISM. Our approach, termed “Two-Phase
Synchronization Protocol”, allows us to force the low-resolution whole ice sheet model to
halt simulation while waiting for updates from the slower embedded models. In our first
phase, the low-resolution whole ice sheet model, starting at logical time T1, is allowed to
take a single simulation step ending at logical time T2. After this step the second phase of
the protocol begins where the embedded models, using input from the low-resolution
whole ice sheet model at logical times T1 and T2, is allowed to take as many simulation
steps as necessary to reach logical time T2. Once all embedded models have reached
logical time T2, they then convey their state back to the low-resolution whole ice sheet
model, which is now allowed to continue for another simulation step, repeating the entire
process until completion of the simulation (Figure 4.2).
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Resolution
Simulation
High
Resolution
Simulation

Figure 4.2: Two-Phase Synchronization Protocol. While the embedded high-resolution
simulation requires updates several times between T1 and T2, communication only
occurs when the models are synchronized at T2.
With a synchronization protocol implemented, we must also establish a
mechanism through which the embedded model borders can be updated. The embedded
models and the low-resolution whole ice sheet model are of different spatial resolutions,
which presents a challenge to updating border conditions. While PISM implements linear
interpolation for its models in isolation, it assumes each data point is uniformly spaced
thus simplifying calculations. This assumption cannot be made when communicating data
points of a different spatial resolution to a model (Figure 4.3). The border points of the
embedded model cannot all have the same Cartesian coordinates as points within the low
resolution whole ice sheet model making a new interpolation strategy a requirement.
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Figure 4.3: Embedded Border Data Point Neighbors. A corner of our embedded model
(black) in relation to low resolution whole ice sheet model data points (blue). To update
any of the embedded border points with whole ice sheet data, a new interpolation scheme
is needed, because the distance of each embedded border point between its neighbors is
different for each point. The differing spatial resolutions also require that we operate with
the same neighbors for many different embedded border points, such as those contained
within the blue rectangle.
Performing our cross-model interpolation requires the use of common Cartesian
coordinates, which we can use to identify the nearest four neighboring low-resolution
points. Because our models are operating at differing spatial resolutions we cannot rely
on PISM's internal data structures. A new procedure for finding neighbors was developed
using the Cartesian coordinates of each data point instead, where an iterative process is
initially used to find each low-resolution neighbor (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: Neighbor finding scheme. Here we are searching for the low-resolution
neighbors, shown as black dots, of an embedded model data point, shown as a single
green dot. We first draw four lines through the model representing the closest X and Y
values that are above and below the coordinates of our targeted embedded model data
point. The intersections of these four lines represents the closest neighbors of the
embedded model data point.
In this procedure we attempt to generate the smallest possible square around a
target embedded model data point by searching for the closest low-resolution whole ice
sheet data points with Cartesian coordinates above and below the target. Such a
procedure, while computationally expensive, is required only at initialization, because the
position of data points cannot change horizontally, thus allowing us to cache the
neighbors of every border points in each embedded model for quick reference. After each
neighbor is identified it is now possible to use two-dimensional linear interpolation to
derive the new value of a high resolution data point based on four low-resolution
neighbors. This interpolation is shown in Figure 4.5, where an embedded model border
point is updated based on four low-resolution data points.
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Figure 4.5: Two-Dimensional Linear Interpolation Strategy. We assume an embedded
model data point exists in the exact center between each of the neighboring lowresolution whole ice sheet model data points. Because of this assumption we can weigh
each neighbor point equally at 0.25, which is multiplied with their data value and
summed to yield the interpolated value of the embedded data point. If the embedded data
point was closer to any one neighbor its interpolation weight would grow while the others
would decrease. Interpolation weights must always sum to 1.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
In this chapter we describe our modifications to PISM designed to address the
challenges in utilizing an embedded model as well as the parameters we used for our
simulations.
5.1 Geographic Projection
Before any ice sheet data set is ready for simulation it must first be expressed in a
geographic projection, which is a conversion between latitude and longitude and a
Cartesian plane. Such a conversion is critical, because ice sheet data sets must be
expressed on a flat plane. Simply applying latitude and longitude pairs here would not
work because the Earth is an oblate ellipsoid and the distance between each point of
latitude and longitude is not uniform. It is imperative that the embedded models have the
same projection as the whole ice sheet model, which presents a challenge to researchers
since there are over seven thousand geographic projections in use and the probability of
finding two data sets with the exact same geographic projection is small.
There are tools to convert a data set from one projection to another, but this
presents new problems since the conversion process often disrupts the uniformity of the
spacing between the data points (Figure 5.1). Because PISM requires all data points to be
uniformly spaced, the following procedure had to be developed. We first use readily
available tools, such as Proj4, to convert each data point in one projection to another
individually, yielding a grid of non-uniform points [22]. We then use two-dimensional
linear interpolation to generate a new, uniformly spaced grid of data points, which is
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embedded onto a data set in the target geographic projection. Because the conversion
process generates a new grid that is tilted with respect to the target data set we use a
simple cropping procedure to remove the edges of the embedded data set. The removal of
the edges of the embedded data set is required to yield a rectangular high resolution grid
ready for use in PISM (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: Embedded Model After Projection Conversion. A heatmap of ice thickness
with our embedded portion imposed over a low-resolution data set of the same data set.
The embedded portion is tilted with respect to the low-resolution data set as a result of
our projection conversion mechanism. It is critical that our embedded data set does not
contain any low-resolution data, therefore, our final embedded data set crops everything
outside of the black box.
5.2 Message Passing Interface
PISM derives its computational scalability from the Portable Extensible Toolkit
for Scientific Computation (PETSc), which is a widely used library for scientific models
using partial differential equations [23,24,25]. PETSc itself utilizes the Message Passing
22

Interface (MPI) for spreading computations across multiple cores [26]. Recall that PISM
divides an ice sheet model such that each allocated process is assigned an equal portion to
simulate. Such a critical procedure is governed by MPI functionality and modifying it is
necessary for the creation of an embedded model.
In order to use an embedded model it is critical that PISM be modified to operate
on multiple models inside a single execution. Our goal is to instantiate multiple models
for multiple different input data sets instead of instantiating a single model. This
represents a significant challenge because PISM is designed to simulate ice sheet models
in isolation with a single MPI communicator governing the model.
To minimize the effects on PISM's established design we opted to approach this
problem by using existing MPI functionality. For each input data set read into PISM a
new MPI communicator is spawned which receives an equal share of processes allocated
to PISM to simulate ice sheet models. These normally discrete MPI communicators are
then connected using an overarching MPI intracommunicator which will be used for
synchronizing the ice sheet models. This approach is visualized in the MPI process
hierarchy, where each discrete model is now joined through an intercommunicator
(Figure 5.2). This crucial modification allows PISM to operate on as many interconnected
ice sheet models as desired.
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MPI Communicator

Low-Resolution
Ice Sheet Model

MPI Communicator

MPI Communicator

Embedded
Ice Sheet Model

Embedded
Ice Sheet Model

Figure 5.2: New MPI Hierarchy. This figure shows our MPI hierarchy in use by our
embedded model. The green box represents the base implementation in PISM. To
implement an embedded model we add multiple additional communicators and connect
them all with an intracommunicator. In this case we are presenting the flow of data from
the embedded model through the intracommunicator to the low resolution whole ice sheet
model.
With a new MPI communication scheme in place and the ability to simulate
multiple ice sheet models in parallel, our previously defined synchronization protocol can
now be implemented. Recall that implementing a synchronization protocol in PISM is
challenging since PISM is designed to simulate in isolation. It is, therefore, imperative
that

we

implement

synchronization

using

the

previously

mentioned

MPI

intracommunicator and existing MPI functionality to avoid disturbing internal PISM
mechanisms.
To synchronize our ice sheet models we first force each model to be fully
initialized before any modeling begins since different data sets require varying amounts
of pre-processing. This is done primarily through the use of blocking calls, such as
MPI_Barrier, which forces processes responsible for simulating one model to wait until
every other model has caught up to the same simulation milestone. By using barriers
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within our intracommunicator it is possible to force faster models to halt simulation
ensuring all models have passed certain milestones, such as initialization. Blocking
communications, such as MPI_Recv, are also used to force one ice sheet model to halt
until it has received data from another model. This occurs during the simulation and is
crucial to ensuring no communication takes place unless models are at equal logical time.
It is imperative that a method to communicate ice sheet data be implemented
within PISM using existing MPI functionality to avoid disrupting internal simulation
mechanisms. While MPI implements methods that can communicate variables between
processes it does so with limitations, such as the inability to send complex objects
between processes, which is troublesome because ice sheet models within PISM are
expressed as specialized two dimensional vectors [15,16,17]. To overcome this limitation
it is critical to repackage ice sheet data in a manner that can be easily sent via MPI.
Rather than attempting to send a two-dimensional vector object, we convert the data into
a contiguous one-dimensional vector of MPI_Double values. This vector is then easily
sent using MPI calls (Figure 5.3), where it is then converted back into a two-dimensional
vector object to be used in interpolation.
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Figure 5.3 Data Communication Scheme. We gather all values of the subdomains (shown
as different colors) into a one-dimensional vector, which is sent along with the
dimensions of each subdomain using simple MPI functionality.
5.3 Hardware
For our prototype embedded model we utilized the SuperMic computing cluster
located at the High Performance Computer Center at Louisiana State University [27,32].
SuperMic consists of 360 compute nodes, which include two 10-core Intel Xeon Ivy
Bridge-EP E5-2680 processors operating at a rate of 2.8 GHz. Each of SuperMic's
compute nodes also include 64GB DDR3 1866MHz Ram with a 500gb hard drive.
SuperMic uses Terascale Open-source Resource and Queue Manager (TORQUE)
as part of its program job system. TORQUE is an open-source extension of the Portable
Batch System (PBS), which is software that acts as a job scheduler and resource allocator
for shared systems. TORQUE allows users to request full control of a number of nodes
for a given task. This is advantageous for our work with PISM because it allows us to
dedicate processors wholly to PISM without concern for concurrent usage by other
researchers [27,28,32].
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Our prototype implementation was tested using a Greenland ice sheet model at a
two-kilometer resolution from the Sea-level Response to Ice Sheet Evolution (SeaRISE)
group, which is a community initiative dedicated to understanding ice sheet regions under
rapid change [29]. We are embedding a five-hundred-meter resolution model of the
Jakobshavn outlet glacier generated from the Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets
(CreSIS), which is a research group focused on new methods of measuring ice sheet data
[30]. Our primary goal is to provide a proof-of-concept for the embedded model approach
by comparing simulation results, specifically ice velocity, with directly observed results
as well as unaltered PISM results. Finally we will establish baseline performance metrics
to compare performance between our embedded model and non-embedded models.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS
In this chapter we present the results of our embedded model and compare them to
results from non-embedded models. We begin by comparing the fidelity of our embedded
model to an equivalent non-embedded model. A cross-section of the embedded model is
taken from these results to demonstrate the accuracy of our embedded model by
comparing values to directly observed data. Finally the baseline computational costs are
shown for our embedded model and non-embedded model.
We first compare the whole Greenland ice sheet results between our embedded
model and an unmodified version of PISM. Each model used a two-kilometer-resolution
data set and was simulated one year into the future. The focus of these results is the
overall level of detail in the ice velocity results of the embedded Jakobshavn outlet
glacier region, where velocities as high as seven kilometers per year have been observed.
These results are presented in the form of normalized heatmaps, where the Jakobshavn
region is emphasized (Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1: Heatmap Results of the Embedded Model. Embedded model (bottom) is
compared to non-embedded (top) with color scale.
The topmost map shows the Greenland ice sheet as modeled by an unmodified
version of PISM. The bottom map also shows the Greenland ice sheet but is modeled by
our embedded model. Both heatmaps are accompanied by a common scale, which is
critical to demonstrating their differences visually.
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The ice velocities recorded by the embedded model are significantly higher than
those of the unmodified model, in some areas reaching seven kilometers per year. These
velocities are at their highest within the ice stream, causing the embedded model heatmap
to correspond to the bedrock elevation of the ice stream. This is in stark contrast to the
unmodified heatmap in which the velocities recorded do not exceed one kilometer a year
and fail to match the shape of the ice stream resulting in a blurry image. Therefore these
results clearly show an increase in simulation fidelity is present in our embedded model
compared to the unmodified model.
While these results show an increase in fidelity over unmodified PISM models it
is critical that we compare our simulated results with directly observed values provided
from the National Snow and Ice Data Center [33, 34]. To do so we have extracted tenkilometer cross-sections of ice velocity measurements in the Jakobshavn outlet glacier.
These cross sections are compared to directly observed values taken of the Jakobshavn
outlet glacier. All measurements were taken between the grounding line, where ice begins
to float, and the Calving Front, which is where floating ice detaches from the ice sheet.
These results are presented in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Cross Section Results of Embedded Model. Directly observed ice velocities,
simulated ice velocities from the embedded model, and simulated ice velocities from the
non-embedded model. There are more data points for the observed values because they
are taken for every 500m, while our models operated at a resolution of 2km.
It is clear from the comparison (Figure 6.2) that the embedded model computed
higher velocities than a non-embedded model. Most intriguing is that the embedded
model results begin to capture the same curve as the observed results, demonstrating a
feedback loop operating between the high-resolution and low-resolution models within
the embedded region. Such a phenomenon does not exist for the non-embedded model,
where the same velocity curve is far less pronounced. T-test values of both the embedded
values (0.64) and non-embedded values (0.02) that the embedded model more closely
captures the feedback loop between ice streams and the whole ice sheet.
Having established a clear improvement in model fidelity with our embedded
model we now want to provide a baseline measure of computational costs. Therefore, we
measured the total time required for our embedded model and a non-embedded two-
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kilometer resolution model to simulate one logical year. For our embedded model we
want to present the amount of time spent waiting as well as the total simulation time.
These results are presented in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Computational Results
500m Non-embedded 2km Non-embedded

Number of Processors

2km with 500m
Embedded

4096

700

350 each

Run Time

~27000.00s

300.44s

6373.20s

Wait Time

0s

0s

1037.90s

Number of Time Steps
24930
277
8694
Table 6.1: Computational Results. Basic performance characteristics of our prototype
embedded simulation compared to a non-embedded simulation.
Our embedded model took longer to simulate out to one year than a nonembedded model (Table 6.1). There are many reasons for this, the most significant of
which being the total number of time steps. Our embedded model experienced a 31-fold
increase in number of timesteps compared to a non-embedded model, resulting in slower
overall execution of the model. This is because high resolution model data cannot be
simulated as far without the possibility of causality errors, resulting in shorter overall
timesteps. While an increase in the number of timesteps is to be expected when
synchronizing models of different spatial and temporal resolutions, the magnitude of the
increase was significantly higher than expected.
Other contributing factors of the longer simulation time are as a result of our
prototype implementation. Our current synchronization protocol, due to the required
blocking of each simulation, introduces additional wait times in the embedded simulation
that are not seen in a non-embedded simulation. We also do not have a processor sharing
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scheme established, instead opting to evenly divide processors between the embedded
model and low-resolution whole ice sheet model. Finally the higher-resolution ice
thickness provided to the low-resolution whole ice sheet model result in more rigorous
computations required for our embedded simulation compared to a non-embedded
simulation using only low-resolution data.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis we have presented our experimental design and implementation of a
high-resolution ice sheet model of a region undergoing rapid change embedded within a
low-resolution ice sheet model of regions evolving at a slower pace. We have described
our experimental synchronization protocol used to allow communication between models
of different spatial and temporal resolutions while maintaining fidelity of the simulation.
We have also shown our experimental modifications to PISM to allow for such a
synchronization protocol using PETSc to preserve internal simulation mechanisms.
Our embedded model prototype results show a clear feedback loop is captured in
the shared spatial domain of the grids. This feedback loop is clear when the embedded
model results are compared to observed results, where the shape of the velocity curve in
the embedded model corresponds to the directly observed values. Given this strong
correlation between the embedded model and the directly observed values we believe our
prototype model was successful.
While our prototype serves as a proof of concept, there are still performance
issues that remain to be solved. The most immediate improvement is introducing
additional load balancing to the embedded model since currently the computational load
is based on evenly dividing the processors between the models. Such a simple approach
can result in cases where processors responsible for one model are forced to wait longer
for the other model. The total waiting time in our prototype can be reduced by balancing
the computational load between each model. We are also interested in incorporating
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SuperMic's Intel Xeon Phi 7120P coprocessors into our prototype embedded model. This
would grant additional computational resources that are otherwise left unused as well as
increasing the number of processors for use in load balancing.
Finally we are exploring the possibility of incorporating optimistic simulation
techniques to further reduce the waiting time. Such techniques will allow each model in
the embedded simulation to proceed without waiting, allowing a model to rollback its
state whenever error conditions are detected. Further research is needed to determine how
to best use these optimistic simulation techniques and what would constitute an error
condition.
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